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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android. Nice!  

 

 

 

 

1-14-2016 Paris Belle Le Carillon, which reopened 

Wednesday exactly two months after being attacked by 

terrorists. No Cartoons of the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical 

School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure have made the front 

page of the Paris Times or the New York Times!  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West; the iPod size GE Electric Generator 

fueled by H @ -254 designed and manufactured on the 

mini-H-Bomb assembly lines at Los Alamos. Electric Plug in 

for all your GE appliances, usb's, wifi, cell, voice commands, 

Siri + contana... waterproof iPod case! General Electric’s 

game-changing 1 trillion iPod size GE Electric Generators 
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you can plug in everything + everywhere!! GE opened the 

door for other opportunities like Legal Polygamous Marriage 

Charged with Brainstorming 24/7 1,001 IP many GE trade 

secret recipes made public to make contact with Jewish 

Aliens at the Near Stars! GE's faster than the speed of light 

Generators will be invented by Greg + Wives in Key West, Kerry 

Own's Boston, Kerry writes the virus for the next generation 

of wounded Warriors. Star Wars is out of his ivy league! 1984 

II next generation 1984 III will be Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer's 

II + III with 1 click links to all GE Rx Recipes Crunched at 

Los Alamos... 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year with the 155 

Story "GE Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in 

Boston" in a Sony Movie made for the Pentagon rated Star 

Trek Science Fiction! With a Old Warp speed Engine, not a 

New Gravity Engine invented by Greg + Wives in Key West! The 

new GE HQ will employ 200 corporate staff and 600 “digital 

industrial product managers, designers and developers” Los 

Alamos employees 5,000 H-Bomb scientists who are willing to 

destroy the Earth for several hundred thousand dollars from 

a 1984 II Orwellian Dictator playing 52 H-Bombs not 52 

Pickup of Near Stars + Jewish Aliens. Greg + Wives new HQ will 

be Los Alamos, perk of IBM Super Computers worth over $1 

Trillion, grin. GE electric generator size of a ipod fueled by H 

@ -254 C is a H-Bomb going off figuratively world wide on 

this web page!  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 Olsen had died as a result of strangling but had 

also suffered a double fracture of the skull, suggesting there 
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had been a fight at some point after the couple had sex. 

Ashley Olsen, the American found strangled and naked in 

her Florence flat, was killed by an illegal immigrant from 

Senegal she met in a nightclub. Montecarla nightclub closed 

down several times in recent years, most often because of 

concerns it was being used by dealers to sell drugs.  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 Zuckerberg’s murder of his wife while holding the 

baby... how many minutes do the "1984 II Observers" have 

from the time they hear the alert of her screaming fight to 

turn on the intercom and try to calm Zuckerberg? What do 

the 1984 II Observers do if they get a Heron Alert watching a 

married couple? Facebook’s success... 19K women were 

murdered in 2015. Our New York Times Journalism calls this 

a success for Facebook! George Orwell is not "watching Out" 

for 19K women just in the USA not Florence who will be 

murdered like Ashley who probably has a Facebook page! 

Zuckerberg’s murder of his wife while holding the baby... will 

not make the front page of the New York Times tomorrow 

because the murder was a clone, not the real Zuckerberg's 

just 1 of 19K the NY Times fails to save her life. Like the fiery 

cop cars rear ended today. Now these would make a Shock + 

Awe Front page for the New York Times... put are outlawed by 

Bush, Obama, Jimmy Carter, McCain, Kerry, Top Brass 

everywhere in government.  

 

1-14-2016 Zuckerberg’s own fiercely protective display of 

privacy when it comes to his own home, this is really not so 
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very surprising. If you want to talk about privacy having a 

focal point, for the majority of people that point is going to 

be their home — i.e. their personal, private space. So ‘smart 

home’ technologies like Nest, which entail the harvesting of 

in-home activity by a commercial entity, which may then 

make use of that data in various unknown ways, pose an 

obvious threat to the sense of peace people derive from 

having a place where they get to shut the world out. And 

while you might think the notion of an employer deploying 

face-detecting surveillance cameras that can keep tabs on 

staff attendance, Big Brother style, might seem highly 

objectionable, Pew’s researchers in fact found a majority (54 

per cent) of respondents were accepting of this scenario — 

perhaps because being in a workplace already entails 

having signed a contract agreeing to abide by a third 

party’s rules. So, in other words: Their house, their rules. But 

when it comes to a person’s own home? My house, my rules… 

For example Pew flags up one survey respondent’s 

explanation for rejecting the trade-off of potential energy 

savings in exchange for having their domestic habits 

tracked as an emphatic declaration that: “There will be no 

‘SMART’ anything's in this household. I have enough 

personal data being stolen by the government and sold [by 

companies] to spammers now.” So it looks like smart home 

startups really need to be putting privacy front and center of 

their proposition if they want to appeal to the widest possible 

user-base.  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  
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1-14-2016 Madonna's emotional on-stage tribute to David 

Bowie during Rebel Heart tour - "Brainstorming" on-stage 

tribute to Liver - Brain - Breast Rx Recipe Cure Crunched at 

Los Alamos on the Big Screen behind her, No! Not Yet 

anyway!  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 $1.6 billion Powerball jackpot to be split among 3 

winners - Rx Recipe Cure for Liver - Brain - Breast Cancers to 

be split among 3 Billion Winners World Wide.  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing decision to 

move its global headquarters to Boston’s Seaport District 

gives the Hub bragging rights after years of watching big 

companies leave, and emboldens the city to aggressively 

court...  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West; New York Times Journalists "Always" 

write cancer rates accident rates murder rates are dropping 
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but... Although cancer death rates are dropping, cancer 

remains a leading killer of Americans — there were an 

estimated 589,430 cancer deaths in 2015. 1984 II Dictators 

must order the New York Times reporters to write in every 

story cancer rates accident rates murder rates are dropping 

but... This is a shock + Awe of Who are the Top Brass!! 

"Moonshot’ to Cure Cancer, to Be Led by Biden, Relies on 

Outmoded View of Disease" By GINA KOLATA and GARDINER 

HARRISJAN. Last Friday a group of 15 cancer researchers cut 

short a meeting at the Food and Drug Administration. The 

reason: They had been invited to Vice President Joseph R. 

Biden’s office to discuss his “moonshot” to cure cancer. 5K 

scientists at Los Alamos with a conference center didn't get a 

call from anyone from Biden's Office. Biden has run the H-

Bomb production for 7 years from what I read between the 

lines. I think Biden ordered the 50K mini H Bombs into 

production last year too. Dr. Mary M. Zutter, professor of 

cancer biology and director of the tumor-host interaction 

program at the Vanderbilt Ingram Cancer Center. She said 

widespread sharing of medical center records on cancer 

remains a challenge. Los Alamos has $1 Trillion in super 

computers. Each one is the size of a football field. Rx Recipes 

of all the cancer drugs on sale today have not been put in 

these super computers because its all secret recipes. Our 1984 

II Dictators are mostly Yale + Harvard alumin so they are 

not stupid. They are just addicted to Greed + Gasoline, sex, 

no matter what else is going on. So be it!! Obama May Have 

Exaggerated Role of Stimulus in Clean Energy, GE Windmills, 

not 2016 State of the Arts Laser Guided iPhone 7 dash cam 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts! By CORAL DAVENPORT and 

DIANE CARDWELL  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  
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1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 Universe's first stars were built primarily out of 

hydrogen and helium, the dominant elements that existed 

shortly after the Big Bang. Fusion transformed the material 

at these stars' hearts into heavier elements, which were then 

blasted into space when the stars died in violent supernova 

explosions. Subsequent generations of stars incorporated this 

material into their bodies, building even heavier elements 

in their cores. 52 Pick up of the first 52 stars traveled to in a 

state of the arts Hubble Space Telescope will transform our 

1984 II Society. George Orwell keeps posting Space.com news 

of billions of light years from Earth. Once the Nearest light 

years from Earth are Orwellian News this will explode our 

1984 II Society like the beginning of the Universe!  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West;  

 

1-14-2016 General Electric’s game-changing Invention by 

Greg + Wives in Key West; 1-13-2016 State of the Union Speech 

Spits On God via "Glass-is-half-empty view..." of the Universe 

when "52 Pick Up" of Near Stars + 52 Jewish Aliens is killed by 

NY Times front page! When Beau Biden's son is at Saint Jude 

with poison gas exhaust cancers! Obama + Biden held up the 

Miami gas station and got away with a $777 Trillion Power 

Ball Lottery Tax Free + Cancer Czar Moon Shot + Landing 

JFK is a $10 Trillion dollar Super Carrier bought by McCain 

who spits on God + Hell No Way I will spending this much 

money on a Rx Cancer Cure. I'm cured of Cancer! In a NY 

Times story about Edison in 1878 below, The Times first 

mentioned Thomas Edison’s light bulb the same day, on 
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page 4. The Times glass of Wine is not half full. The NY Times 

will mention Holocaust II + III + $777 Trillion from BP Oil 

on page 5 in 2016. 9/11 II + III paid for by King Salman II + 

III will be on page 6. Total Immunity from all diseases goes 

to Saudi Arabia for some Orwellian Reasoning only Bush + 

Bush can do this Math. 10 cent gas on page 7 of the 1980 NY 

Times would have prevented 9/11. This is a Cardinal Sin by 

the NY Times Staff, Top Brass and the "Little Fish" who would 

not "Leak" this. New 55 Story Skyscraper named NY Times. New 

110 Story Freedom Tower should have been build, designed 

as Yale Medical Schools! Gravity Engine Cars driving around 

Times Square will be on page 8 in 2016. Apple Genius Tech's 

at Madison Square Garden with their many wives will lead 

the Brainstorming Iapps Concert that will get a few new 

inventions for page 9 of the next days NY Times. Page 10 of 

the NY Times on David Bowie in his own words: “I don’t know 

where I’m going from here, but I promise it won’t be boring.” 

David Bowie Liver Cancer: Did a life of excess which fueled 

his creativity and a vast body of work lead to his inevitable 

demise? 750,000 will die of Liver Cancer in 2016 and Biden 

has been made Oppenheimer of Cancer Cure. All 750,000 will 

be killed by Biden in 2016. All our 1984 II Dictators and 

Editors of the NY Times know this! So Bowie's inevitable 

demise was caused by Los Alamos Scientists working on 

making H-Bombs smaller and building 50K of them on 

assembly lines at Los Alamos in 2016. Page 11 of tomorrow's 

NY Times will not mention Obama + Biden give the Cancer 

Rx Cure Job to Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II Jr. 

Inevitable demise of the NY Times in our 1984 II Society. 

Listen to Madonna "I Love New York" you can go to Texas 

and... George Bush!! Many NY Times guys will go to Texas... 

grin.  

 

1-13-2016 Among the guests invited by Republican 
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lawmakers was Kim Davis, the Kentucky court clerk who 

became a folk hero to social conservatives for refusing to 

sign marriage certificates via Legal Polygamous Marriages 

as Obama's Muslims keep this... but Muslim wives don't drive 

1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year in their Legal Polygamous 

Marriage!!!!  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God + God's Best Invention; Women! By PETER 

BAKER Obama has been trying to counter the glass-is-half-

empty view coming from so many... 19K SWF's killed by OJ 

clone's in 2016. "How I would have murdered her by Obama" 

Obama goes on to say Homeland Security would be 

guarding the Social Security Office in Key West as "her" home 

is "Private" and Tim Cook's hate crimes against women 

forbids saving them from rape + murder via the iPhone 7 is 

No Way... I will write iapps for this! Not in a 1984 II Society!  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... Wounded Warriors 

glass-is-half-empty view of Hell for rape in War, Japan 

Comfort Women at Iraq HQ, cheering Drone Strikes by 

McCain + Kerry that are cop cars rear ended giving a 
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speeding ticket without iPhone 7 dash cams! State of the Arts 

Laser Guidance's on the 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort.  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Biden as Oppenheimer II for a Rx Cancer Cure. 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II + III will cure 

Biden of Poison Gas Exhaust Mastermind with kids his son 

"Little Beau" at Saint Jude with cancer + birth defects from 

his BP Oil Kickbacks paid by Obama to save him from selling 

his house on Duval.  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... GE Executives son killed 

everyone at Sandy Hook and GE was not Sitting with 

Obama's Wife ------ --------- -------- empty GE Sandy Hook 

seats at the state of the Union. And no Front Page News 

because GE is a Top Quark at CERN spitting on God  

 

1-13-2016 God's best invent; Women!! Hate crimes by Tim 

Cook, Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton with more rapes than Bill 

Cosby... and who gave who the clap? Hillary did, grin.  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  
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1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Mr. Obama implicitly singled out Donald J. 

Trump, the leading Republican presidential candidate, for 

pointed criticism, saying that Americans must resist calls to 

stigmatize all Muslims... Stigmatizing King Salman with 

$777 Trillion from USA gas station hole ups in Miami sucker 

punching the SWF at the Miami gas station hold up out of 

spite for 1984 II Dictators + sex slaves in Mecca. Obama is the 

Pimp to Prince Salman, yes there at many Prince Salman's 

in Saudi Arabia and all have a SWF sex slave Hillary has 

interviewed. And tried to talk into driving a car on a 

YouTube Video. grin. Stigmatize Muslims; Kill them all along 

with Mecca + Allah or they will spit on Obama's Grave, your 

grave, my grave as they get 73 virgins in Heaven!  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Mr. Obama opted for symbolism to make some of 

his points, leaving a chair empty in the first lady’s guest box 

to symbolize the victims of gun violence - Vets killing their 

wife coming home from War is classified stats 19K a Year, 

19K SWF killed in 2016 and wife's killed by Vets are not in 

these 19K murdered women. 1984 II Society is Hell, McCain + 

Kerry spit on God + the Universe first thing every sun rise... in 

Key West!  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 
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Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Mr. Obama said America should harness 

innovation and not be intimidated by it. He called for a 

“moonshot” effort to cure cancer, to be led by Vice President 

Joseph R. Biden, Jr., who lost his son to the disease last year. 

Beau died, was gassed to death via poison exhaust on Duval 

Key West and died a second time at Saint Jude Hospital. 

Stats are Classified and Biden does not care about Holocaust 

II poison gas exhaust deaths of little Beau's as he gets BP Oil 

kickbacks like the City of Key West... $2.5 Billion Biden got 

$777 Trillion from BP Oil.  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Among the guests invited by Republican 

lawmakers was Kim Davis, the Kentucky court clerk who 

became a folk hero to social conservatives for refusing to 

sign marriage certificates via Legal Polygamous Marriages 

as Obama's Muslims keep this... but Muslim wives don't drive 

1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year in their Legal Polygamous 

Marriage!!!!  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 
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Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  

 

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  

 

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016. Since the early 19th century, inventors 

had been tinkering with various methods of using electricity 

to produce light. The New York Times first wrote of the 

technology on April 15, 1858. That day, “Our Own 

Correspondent” in Havana described celebrations of Holy 

Week that included “an electric light” cast across the harbor 

“revealing the name of Queen Isabel.” But electricity for 

light at home was still theoretical. By the 1870s, natural gas 

was the most up-to-date method for residential lighting. It 

was a dying technology. On Oct. 27, 1878, The Times 

published an article about the declining stock of gas 

companies, and there was no mistaking the reporter’s 

delight at their predicament. They were described in terms 

that today might be used by an angry customer. Oct. 27, 

1878, The Times published an article about the declining 

stock of gas companies, and there was no mistaking the 

reporter’s delight at their predicament. They were described 
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in terms that today might be used by an angry customer. 

“What gas companies have always been is a matter of 

common notoriety,” the article read. “No monopoly could be 

more close, complete, and arrogant than theirs.” But help 

was perhaps on the way: “As for the electric light, it is in the 

stages of development. The methods of managing it need 

simplifying and its glare must be greatly modified before it 

can come into use for ordinary purposes. The gas companies, 

at all events, have reason for anxiety.” It was the first time 

that The Times mentioned electric lights for residential use. 

The first full description of a light bulb appeared on Oct. 30, 

1878. “An interesting exhibition of a new electric light,” it 

began, “was given by the Electro-Dynamic Light Company 

yesterday afternoon at the corner of Elm and Walker streets. 

The new light is the invention of W. E. Sawyer of this City, 

and Albon Man, of Brooklyn. “It is a very simple affair, 

consisting of a small pencil of carbon a little larger than an 

ordinary pin, connected by wires with an electric-machine 

and enclosed in a hermetically sealed glass globe, which is 

filled with pure nitrogen gas.” The Times first mentioned 

Thomas Edison’s light bulb the same day, on page 4  

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  

 

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  

 

 

1-13-2016 "The Arrival of Electric Light" By NICHOLAS 

BAKALAR 1-13-2016.  
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1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Dr. Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II would 

put the Polio Vaccine in the H2O world wide, Jimmy Carter 

knows of this IP invention project and spit on it! QUETTA, 

Pakistan - A suicide attack on a polio vaccination center in 

southwestern Pakistan on Wednesday killed 15 people, 

mainly police who had gathered to escort health workers, 

who have been repeatedly targeted in recent years by Islamic 

militants. More than 15 kids in the USA died of Whooping 

Cough yesterday from those who refused to vaccinate their 

kids in NYC. In Key West mosquito control sprays up and 

down all the streets and their cars and trucks are marked 

"Disease Control" I guess polio spraying of vaccine is not 

"Disease Control" option for our 1984 II dictators...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

1-13-2016 Glass-is-half-empty view... State of the Union 

Speech Spits On God...  

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  
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inventor8484@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com
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